
2020 DIII Sectionals 
@ 

Eagle Rock Golf Club 
Official Rules 

 
1. USGA Rules will govern all play except when Modified by local 

rules or course conditions. Winter Rules In your own Fairway, 
Ball must be played down in the Rough. 

2. All Players will be teeing off from the White Tees. 
3. Position of Pins will be Red, White and Blue. Red-Front, White-

Middle, Blue-Back. 
4. Embedded ball Rule is in Effect, except in hazards. Red Stakes or 

Red Paint= Lateral Hazards. White Stakes or White Line=Out of 
bounds 

5. Water and Stone Area on 18 is marked as lateral hazard. Drop 
Areas on #2 and #17 are located next to the ponds and marked 
with white paint.  

6. Hole #16 right of Fairway is being played as a Lateral Hazard. 
Right of 150 yd marker 

7. Creek on #7 will be a lateral hazard. All balls entering the hazard 
can be played if desired.  

8. Tod Burhans, will serve as rules officials for the Sectional 
tournament. His number is 419.262.8838. You can also call / text 
Jen at 419.438.5037 and we will get someone to you ASAP. 

9. If a competitor is doubtful of his rights or the correct procedure 
during play, he may without penalty, complete the hole playing 
2 balls. Player must announce to playing partners, he is playing a 
provisional ball. After the round Rules committee will make a 
ruling on each ball. 

10. Range Finders are permitted, NO Slope!! Smart Watches 
are not permitted at any time. Cell Phones are not Permitted. 



11. The 2019 Rules of Golf include a new optional Local Rule 
that allows players to drop a ball with 2 penalty strokes in the 
area near where the ball was lost or estimated to go out of 
bounds. The Local Rule is not one of the 24 rules of golf; it’s an 
optional local rule. The 2-stroke optional rule WILL NOT be used 
at the OHSAA Sectional, District or State Championships 

12. Playoff- ( Ties ) Ties will be resolved by rule, for qualifying 
positions , both individual and teams. Starting on  Hole # 1 then 
to 11, 12 and 18  

13. There will be no exchange of score cards, players will keep 
their score as well as all of the players they are playing with. 
After the round they will sit and confirm scores 

14. We will be playing out of the bunkers, lift clean and place. 
Please have golfers use their foot to smooth out any track marks 

15. We will decide in the coaches meeting what we want to do 
about pulling the flagsticks 


